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Abstract—In our data driven world, clustering is of major
importance to help end-users and decision makers understanding
information structures. Supervised learning techniques rely on
ground truth to perform the classification and are usually subject
to overtraining issues. On the other hand, unsupervised clustering
techniques study the structure of the data without disposing of
any training data. Given the difficulty of the task, unsupervised
learning tends to provide inferior results to supervised learning.
To boost their performance, a compromise is to use learning only
for some of the ambiguous classes. In this context, this paper
studies the impact of pairwise constraints to unsupervisedSpec-
tral Clustering. We introduce a new generalization of constraint
propagation which maximizes partitioning quality while reducing
annotation costs. Experiments show the efficiency of the proposed
scheme.

Keywords—Graph Cut, Spectral Clustering, semi-supervised
learning, pairwise constraints, video clustering.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Thanks to Internet, the amount of available multimedia
information has exploded. One has to rely now on auto-
matic tools to index and classify these huge data in order
to provide users with searching and browsing capabilities.In
the searching for relevant information, user preferences and
suggestions can improve the results by adapting them to each
personal’s interests. When assessing resembling multimedia
content, many approaches have been explored to measure the
similarity between images [1] and video [2]. In this paper, we
explore these concepts in the context of clustering techniques.

There is currently a lot of literature on clustering [3], [4].
Classic clustering deals with convex data clusters such as the
simple k-means algorithm, while more complex approaches,
such as mixture-resolving and mode-seeking approaches or
artificial neural networks, are able to cope with more difficult
cluster representations. One particular category of clustering
are the Spectral Clustering Graph Cut techniques [5], that
belong to manifold learning. These methods in particular
are known to be very effective in dealing with non-convex
data clusters. However, standard Spectral Clustering remains
unsupervised and cannot benefit from external user knowledge.
Recent advances [6], [7] have shown the benefits of introducing
pairwise constraints to guide the clustering procedure. Such
approaches are close to classic supervised techniques such
as Support Vector Machines (SVM), but in contrast, the
knowledge is exploited to clustering in a different way.

When addressing a complex clustering scenario (e.g., video
data), introducing supervision in Spectral Clustering canhighly
improve clustering performance by solving efficiently the clus-
ter ambiguities. Such constraints, commonly known as “Must
Link” and “Cannot Link”, indicate if two objects belong or
not to the same class. These constraints are generic enough
and can be provided via external knowledge, e.g., user input,
user studies, etc. Furthermore, similarity annotation is easier
compared to absolute class annotation, as we only need to
know if two objects belong to a same class. In view of this
idea, it is of major interest to optimize the constraints thus to
maximize clustering quality while minimizing the costs of user
knowledge acquisition. One of the most common strategies [8]
consists in using a pairwise constraints automatic propagation
approach. However, this propagation strategy is few mentioned
in literature and only partially applied.

In this paper, we revisit the concept of pairwise constraint
automatic propagation and introduce a new generalization
of the bi-partitioning propagation rules for multi-partitioning.
Experimentations conducted on two types of datasets, one
artificially generated in view of controlling the class separation
quality and a publicly available video genre classification
dataset [9]; show the efficiency of the proposed approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as following.
Section II presents the current state of the art on Spectral
Clustering. Section III-A introduces our contribution. Section
IV presents the experimental results while Section V concludes
the paper and discusses future work.

II. SEMI-SUPERVISEDSPECTRAL CLUSTERING

The performance of the data clustering is highly depen-
dent on the properties of the initial data. When dealing
with convex data, standard approaches, such as k-means, are
able to provide accurate results. However, these approaches
cannot deal with data mapped onto complex manifolds that
require more elaborated solutions. In the context of similarity
graph clustering, state of the art manifold unfolding methods
are typically isomap, multidimensional scaling and spectral
clustering. These methods generally attempt to identify a
lower dimensional space to represent and separate accurately
the initial data. In this study, we focus solely on spectral
clustering which is able to achieve high accuracy without any
assumption on the cluster shape. This method can deal with
large datasets when working on sparse similarity graphs, soit
is best candidate for approaching large scale video clustering.
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Fig. 1: Guiding spectral clustering with the help of the oracle.
How to introduce oracle Constraints ?

However, in its standard form, Spectral Clustering is un-
supervised and only relies on the input data. In complex
situations, such as video understanding and classification, the
semantic gap between extracted features and the expected high-
level clustering is significant. Then, the introduction of external
knowledge to guide Spectral Clustering becomes of interest.
Following this idea, we focus our study on semi-supervised
Spectral Clustering by adding sparse pairwise constraints. By
accurately choosing some specific constraints in the entire
dataset, good clustering results can be expected [10]. This
differs from supervised learning which involves the knowledge
at training stage being subject to data overtraining.

A. Spectral Clustering

The Spectral Clustering is well described in several tutori-
als like [5]. It follows three steps.

1) Similarity graph construction:A similarity graph be-
tween samples is first constructed. This similarity graph is
generally sparse by the usage of a threshold or a k-NN step.
Some kernels, like Gaussian one can be also used to expand
values.

2) Eigenspace construction:Samples are then projected
onto a spectral space where clusters are easier to identify.It
is generally a similarity matrix Lapacian eigeinspace.

3) Data clustering in eigenspace:Finally, a standard con-
vex clustering is performed in this space to achieve the final
results. State of the art methods generally use a simple k-
means. However, other convex clustering methods can also be
adopted, e.g., use of Gaussian Mixture Models [6].

B. Pairwise semi-supervision in Spectral Clustering

As reported in [6], clustering may introduce semantic ambi-
guities. This is common in image categorization since the input
features are typically low-level descriptors while the targeted
clustering is highly semantic. In this context, a solution is the
addition of link constraints provided by external knowledge.
One approach is in introducing “Must Link” (ML) and “Cannot
Link” (CL) constraints between entities. However, the location
and number of such constraints should be optimized to enforce
clustering quality while keeping a low computational cost.

1) Constraints management:Constraints can be introduced
in the first two steps of the spectral clustering (see Section
II-A), namely: (i) at the similarity graph constructionstep, as
illustrated in figure 1.a, e.g., in [6], inspired by SpectralLearn-
ing (SL) [11], authors propose to identify the most ambiguous

Rule 1 :ML+ML ⇒ ML Rule 2 :ML+CL ⇒ CL

Fig. 2: Constraint propagation.

entities and add into the adjacency matrix,W , their related
constraints: ML (1 valued) and CL (0 valued). However, there
is no guaranty for the constraints to be followed; or (ii) atthe
eigenspace computation step, as illustrated in figure 1.b. Sev-
eral approaches were investigated, e.g., “Flexible Constrained
Spectral Clustering” (CSP) [12] — introduces the constraints
at this step and ends by k-means; “Spectral Clustering with
Linear Constraints” (SCLC) [13] — does not use a k-means
step but only allows binary clustering; “Constrained Clustering
via Spectral Regularization” (CCSR) [14] — adds constraints
at an intermediate stage that modifies the eigenspace. A
different approach is proposed in [7], “Constrained 1-Spectral
Clustering” (COSC), which integrates the constraints intothe
graph cut problem and is solved in a convex optimization fash-
ion. This directly leads to a two class clustering result without
the need of k-means. This method can be extended to multi-
class clustering if used in a recursive way. As shown in [7],
the COSC method achieves a lower misclassification rate than
the previously presented methods in 2 or 10 classes problems.
However, performance comparison does not involve constraint
propagation but relies on constraints random selection. Ina two
classes problem withn points, constrained spectral clustering
is conducted and ends with a number of pairwise constraints
higher thatn. However, in such situation, we can expect than
n should be the maximum number of constraints needed to
obtain the perfect clustering. This motivates us to investigate
efficient constraint propagation.

2) Constraints selection:Most of the existing approaches,
choose the constraint location randomly. However, [10] showed
that the selection of unappropriate constraints may degrade
clustering quality while adequate selection can significantly
improve it. In general, there are two commonly used metrics
employed to identify the relevance of a constraint: the infor-
mativeness — measures the amount of the added information,
and the consistency — that compares constraints with each
others.

The authors in [8] propose an active constraint selection
model. It identifies and sorts critical edges on the k-nearest
neighbor graph and relies on expert opinion to assess the
importance of the ones that link highly connected groups. A
similar approach [6] proposes to identify the most ambiguous
objects whose links are evaluated by an expert. The originality
of this work is in the fact that this object selection tries tofocus
on the links that have the highest chances to bring significant
changes in the Spectral Clustering results.

These methods are in general iterative processes with
“a posteriori” constraint selection. This implies an iterative
process that involves a clustering step and uses its resultsat
each iteration to select constraints. It thus leads to a high
computational cost but proved to be efficient from a partition
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Fig. 3: CL+ CL constraint propagation.

quality point of view.

3) Automatic constraints propagation:Once a constraint
is introduced, other relations can benefit from this ground
truth information and neighborhood ambiguities can be solved
without the need of supplementary expert ground truth. This
process is illustrated in Figure 2, that shows the transitivity
properties of ML+ML and ML+CL combinations of local
relations. The propagation is of major interest to lower the
cost of expert data and reach a better partitioning quality at a
lower computational cost.

III. A CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION FRAMEWORK

A. Constraint propagation generalization

We propose a new way of applying constraints propagation
that exploits the combination of twoCL constraints. In gen-
eral, in the multi-class scenario, this combination is uncertain.
This case is illustrated in Figure 3.a (CL + CL ⇒ ?).
However, as presented in [15], the bi-partition case solves
the uncertain case whereCL + CL ⇒ ML, see Figure 3.b.
Indeed, in the literature, 2-classes case are often considered.
For example, in [7], the COSC method is presented and 3 out
of 5 benchmarks are related to bi-partitioning cases. However,
in such studies, no propagation is considered.

To our knowledge, in 3 or higher partition cases, rule
CL + CL is still reported to be uncertain. However, we can
still benefit from this configuration. As shown in Figure 4, ona
tetrahedron in a 3 partition case, if 5CL edges exist, then the
last edge is automaticallyML. Indeed, with the configuration
from Figure 4, objectsW and X belong to two different
classes; and asY andZ belong to another class, necessarily
Y andZ will belong to the same third class.

Fig. 4: Example of a 3-class tetrahedron with 5 existing CL
constraints, last link isML.

Fig. 5: Example of an-simplex case withn classes with
n(n−1)

2 − 1 existing CL constraints, last link is ML.
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Fig. 6: Overview of the complete automatic pairwise constraint
propagation system.

One can generalize this example to then-simplex of a
n partitioning case. If

(

n(n−1)
2 − 1

)

CL edges exist, then,

the last n(n−1)
2 th edge is aML constraint. Demonstration is

iterative and analog to the tetrahedron case. Figure 5 illustrates
the n-simplex cases withn in range [4,7].

From a computational point of view, highn-order cases
are difficult to find and may be rare in sparse similarity
matrices but lower orders can be numerous and bring relevant
information.

B. Our framework proposal

Figure 6 presents the overall systems that includes spectral
clustering and the proposed automatic pairwise constraints
propagation system. Once a spectral clustering iteration is
applied, oracle assesses a set of constraints, and propagation
is applied using the following procedure:

• Rule 1 is first used : MLs are introduced and combined
with the existing ones to generate new ones. This
process is applied iteratively up to idempotence.

• Rule 2 is applied next and generates several Cl con-
straints in a single pass.

• Rule 3 is applied to generate new ML constraints. If at
least one is generated, the entire process is restarted.

Propagation limit is the fully connected graph. However, in
large dataset with very few annotations, propagation stops
earlier.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental validation is conducted on two types of
datasets: an artificially generated dataset that allows class sepa-
ration to be controlled1 and the real-world Blip10000 [9] video
genre classification dataset. Both datasets are used in 2-class
or multi-class partitioning configurations. In what concerns the
Spectral Clustering approaches, we experimented with 2 state
of the art approaches: the Active Clustering method [6] which
manages constraints in the similarity matrix constructionstep
and does not ensure constraints to be followed; Constrained
1-Spectral Clustering (COSC) [7] which handles constraints
in the eigenspace construction stage and tries to fulfill allof
them.

1data will be available for the final submission.



To assess performance, we use the standard adjusted Rand
index [16] which measures the similarity between two data
clustering. Its main advantage is to take its values between−1

and1 where the value1 means that the 2 partitions are equals
and where mainly the0 value indicates than the 2 partitions are
untied. We compute Rand index between ground truth clusting
and the obtain clustering.

We adopted the following validation procedure [6]: a first
clustering is applied without any constraint. At each next
iteration, some new constraints are chosen randomly and in-
volved in the process and managed by each Spectral Clustering
method. To be fair and not algorithm dependant, constraints
are chosen randomely from the ground truth. Constraints are
propagated recursively ensuring that all possible propagations
have been performed at each iteration. Performance of the
results is then compared to ground truth clusters with the Rand
index.

A. 2-class experiments

In this experiments, no normalization is applied and com-
puted similarities are built from the symmetric 5 nearest
neighbors. A Gaussian weighting is employed.

We have generated five sets of data consisting of 100
objects spread over 2 circular classes (see right panels in
Figure 7) with the following properties:

• 1st dataset: has randomly placed objects;

• 2nd dataset: is partially mixed and has classes with a
wide radius variance while their support overlaps;

• 3rd dataset: has classes with wide variance radius and
non overlapping but contiguous areas;

• 4th dataset: similar to third one but areas remain
separated;

• 5th dataset: has strongly separated classes.

Figure 7 presents the results of each clustering method
for each of the considered data sets while using either no
constraint propagation (black curves), the two first propagation
rules (blue curves) or all of the three rules (red curves).
Each curve is the average of 20 different randomly generated
runs. One can observe that Active Clustering benefits the
most from constraint propagation. COSC method performs
in general better and only takes advantage of the constraint
propagation when dealing with complex situations, e.g., 1st
and 2nd datasets.

From a general point of view, the use of all the three rules
ensures to reach perfect partitioning in less than 100 supervised
pairs, i.e.,2% of all the possible relations. In difficult cases,
e.g., 1st and 2nd datasets, on average, COSC is able to
converge two times faster when using constraint propagation
compared to the original solution. Active Clustering converges
slower than COSC but its speed factor provided by the use of
constraint propagation is higher. As a reference, in an easycase
such as for the 5th dataset, both clustering methods directly
converge to maximum partition quality without the need of
constraints.

One can also observe on the 2-complex dataset examples
that partition quality starts to increase only after a significant

all propagation rules

Fig. 7: Partition quality as a function of the supervised pair
rate for Active Learning (continuous lines) and COSC (dashed
lines) using no propagation and the 2 first or 3 propagation
rules. Results are reported on 5 reference datasets having an
increasing class separation configuration.

addition of constraints. This is related to the effectiveness of
constraint propagation as a function of supervised pairs as
illustrated in figure 8. When constraints are spread all over
the dataset, for example when selecting constraints randomly,
too few pairs are connected which limits propagation. Propa-
gation increases much faster as long as constraints connections
appear.

Regarding the impact of the third rule that we propose,
the first graph of the figure 8 shows its effect onto the overall
propagation system in a two class problem. The two solid lines
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Fig. 8: Number of propagated constraints as a function of
supervised pairs for a 100 points 2 or 3 class dataset.

show the total number of added constraints with respect to a
set of used rules. Blue solid curve only relies on the use of the
two first rules while the red one shows results obtained with all
the three rules. This latter case shows a significant increase in
constraint addition. More into details, those added constraints
do not only rely on the third rule : red solid line is much higher
than the sum of the blue solid curve added to the red dotted
line of rule 3. Indeed, the total number of added constraints
benefits from a domino effect coming from a synergy of all
the rules, and the third one has a dramatic effect. The second
graph of the figure 8 shows a similar tendency in the case
of a 3 class problem. In such case, the number of constraints
added by the third rule is already significant but its effect on
the total number of added constraints is even higher. In this
last example, once the oracle assessed140 pairs, using only the
two first rules allowed1035 constraints to be added. Using also
the third rule,338 constraints are directly added, but2191 are
globally added. Finally, the third rule allows a constraints gain
of 110% compared to the use on only the two first rules. Also,
coming back to the oracle work, its contribution is amplified
by a factor of15.6 by the global framework.

B. Multi-class experiments

We first present the results obtained on a 100 point con-
trolled dataset which is divided into 3 equivalent classes.Each
points of each class are randomly placed in a unity circle.
The second dataset is composed of 100 points corresponding
to real video sequences from the Blip10000 [9] dataset. Each
video is described via thestandard audio featuresproposed
in [17]. In this dataset, videos are classified in 3 equal sized
categories: “Health”, “Documentary” and “Literature”. A third
dataset is proposed to show the data scalability potential of
these methods. It is similar to the second one but is much
larger and comprises 5,197 videos from the Blip10000 dataset
that are distributed in 26 video genre categories. Clustershave

Fig. 9: Partition quality as a function of pairwise constraints
addition. Continuous lines for Active Clustering method and
dashed lines for COSC method. Red lines show the 3 rules
propagation results, blue shows the 2 first propagation rules
results. Black lines are original method results.

a variable number of items.

Results are presented in Figure 9. One can observe that
in this new use case, automatic propagation brings signifi-
cant convergence speed gain. More specifically, the two first
datasets show the advantage of the third propagation rule
proposed in Section III-A which allows perfect partitioning
with 20% less constraint addition costs compared to the limited
use of the two first propagation rules. In this experiment,
COSC achieves lower performance than Active Clustering.
This can be explained by the fact that COSC hierarchically
clusters data in 2-classes problems which is less adapted to
this 3-classes context.

When considering larger scale datasets with large number
of clusters, COSC outperforms Active Clustering. Both meth-
ods benefit from the proposed constraint propagation.

Results shows that the 2 first propagation rules applied
on 50,000 links, i.e., 0.37% of all possible links of the
graph, allow partition quality to be improved by 21% for
COSC and by 650% for Active Clustering. However, in such
cases, one should discuss about the computational costs of
the propagation technique. Indeed, the two first rules can be
applied efficiently thanks to matrix operation vectorization. But
the third rule consists here in the analysis of all the 26-simplex
analysis. For now, such analysis is not optimized and becomes
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Fig. 10: Number of propagated constraints as a function of
supervised pairs for a 100 points 2 class dataset. Both for
total random and random linked selection constraints.

too much time and memory consuming. As a consequence,
only the two first rules have been applied. Further work should
try to improve on this aspect to support large scale analysis.

C. Amplifying propagation effect with a constraint selection
strategy

From the beginning, object pairs were selected randomly
from the unsupervised pairs set. However, as we have seen
in section II-B2, many constraint selection strategies exist
and they have chances to amplify even more the effect of the
proposed propagation method. A simple yet efficient way to
do it is to restrict random pair selection to the subset of pairs
having only one object connected to an already supervised pair.
Figure 10 compares this “random linked selection” strategyto
the “totally random” selection on the same 2 class dataset as
the one used in figure 8. On green curves we can see that
the random linked selection strategy boosts propagation for
all the rules from the beginning. As an illustration, once20

pairs have been assessed by the oracle, the totally random
constraint strategy allowed30 constraints to be added while
random linked constraint strategy added210. Constraints gain
amplification factor is here7. This strategy is interesting when
oracle cost is high and forces annotation process to stop early.
However, in the end, both selection methods converge to the
same value.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a generalization of constraint propa-
gation used in the case of similarity graph clustering optimiza-
tion. We experimented with a controlled dataset and real-world
video genre classification problem and showed the repeatable
benefit of the use of the proposed constraints propagation
techniques. Two different state of the art Spectral Clustering
techniques that manage constraints in different ways benefit
from it and converge faster to higher partition quality.

The main contribution of this paper is in the generalization
of constraint propagation techniques. We do recommend its
usage since it reduces the cost of constraints addition to
enhance clustering quality. In the worst case, performances
would be the ones of the original clustering methods.

Further work will mainly address the optimizing of the
constraint propagation from a computational point of view.

Also, the constraints selection topic becomes of major interest
in maximizing methods efficiency. An other perspective is to
compare such approach to state of the art supervised clustering
techniques in challenges such as MediaEval.
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